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It is revealed in this study is learning dance movement dance and song by using demonstration at Kartika II-31 kindergarten Bandar Lampung. This research describe a learning of dance movement and song using demonstration at kindergarten Kartika II-31 Bandar Lampung year 2013/2014.

The desaign of this research is qualitative descriptive. The research uses theories learning and demonstration methode. The sources of data in this research are teachers and students amounting to 16. The reseacher uses several techniques to collect the data by observation, interview, documentation, and pratice test.

Learning dance movement and song at kindergarten Kartika II-31 in Bandar Lampung using demonstration method through three steps are explaining the subject, teacher demonstration and students pratice the movement that have been demonstrated. According to the research it is difficult for students on third step, learning dance movement dan song wit average score 68 is categorized as good. The assessment is given through three aspects wiraga, wirasa dan wirama. Besides, there is an assessment about the learning activity in every meeting
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